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ABSTRACT
Mining of big data brings out hidden knowledge that medium size and sample data cannot reveal. This research analyzed Nigeria Population Census data in order to bring forth knowledge that can aid Government in social-economic decision-making. Thus, k-means algorithm, which is an unsupervised learning technique, was implemented on MapReduce with the aim of discovering knowledge from Priority Table IX of Nigeria Census Data of 2005. MapReduce was used to aid k-means computational challenges such as Euclidean distance computation, minimum sum of square error (MSSE) computation and global objective computation effectively. The big data analytics revealed local government areas that need Government Intervention in terms of low cost housing and those local governments that need urban restructuring for good distribution of population. Further work can be done by implementing other data such as malaria data of children to reveal hidden pattern and knowledge.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Big data technology involves growing scale of data or complexities of data that can be stored and analyzed through data intensive and/or computational intensive technologies using machine learning or artificial intelligence techniques in order to acquire hidden unknown knowledge from data. There are several importance of big data analysis such as providing possibility of discovering subtle patterns, which are not possible with small-scale data [1]. It helps enterprise to have a more insightful understanding of their business in order to have better innovation, enhanced productivity, and stronger competitive power [2]. In addition, manufacturing industry uses big data to reveal usage pattern, failure rates, and gives insight into product improvement [2]. This research uses big data analytics to reveal hidden knowledge that can aid Federal Government of Nigeria to make effective social-economic decision through census data on household.

This research uses k-means clustering technique because though it is a traditional algorithm, it can categorise data naturally, thus producing reliable grouping result. In addition, the interest of this research is in finding previously unknown knowledge (apriori knowledge), which can only be discovered through unsupervised learning. However, one of the challenges of k-means is that it has computational complexity in terms of time when handling big data. Thus, for this reason k-means was implemented on MapReduce framework.

MapReduce framework is a parallel processing framework that parallelizes both data and computation. It consists of both map phase and reduce phase. K-means implementation on MapReduce can aid k-means to scale well with big data and handles its computations such as Euclidean distance computation, minimum sum of square error (MSSE) computation and global objective computation effectively. Euclidean distance computes data distance from each centroid and places each data to its closest centroid. Computation of k-means MSSE on MapReduce framework on Hadoop platform gives intra- or within convergence, that is the MSSE. It indicates degree of similarity of data within a cluster. Computation of global objective function determines when to terminate k-means iteration on MapReduce framework. It is also known as inter-cluster convergence. It indicates degree of dissimilarity among clusters.

Thus, this research uses MapReduce to solve both data intensive challenge and computational complexity that arises in k-means when it handles big data. Section 2 discussed some related works, section 3 contained the methodology, and section 4 presented the results and their interpretation that brings out knowledge.

2. RELATED WORKS
[3] described the case of applying data mining techniques in Bank of America (BoFA). BoFA consulted Hyperparallel (a data mining company that has now been absorbed into Yahoo!) researchers who classified the bank customers into those who have obtained home equity or those who have not using decision tree algorithm. K-means algorithm was finally applied on customers who have obtained home equity to discover events that always preceded asking for a loan in the past. K-means result discovered that 39 percent of customers who had home loans also have a business of their own. Therefore, Bank of America changed its advertisement about home loan from “Use the value of your home to send your kids to school” to “Use the value of your home to do what you always wanted to do”.

[4] applied k-means algorithm on large ecological dataset to identify regions of similar ecological and environmental condition. The authors discovered that human experts performed ecoregions codification based on expert opinion; this is neither a transparent nor a repeatable method. The authors’ new method of using k-means aids to infer areas, locations, and size of areas that are suitable for particular types of animals and plants. The authors proposed that the work can be used for ecological monitoring and early warning systems which can trigger alert if there is a deviation from previous clustering set, for example if there is sudden wild fire in a location. This current research used k-
The two algorithms performed well but the modified k-means was found to be more accurate with lower execution time when it comes to large dataset. The authors did not use MapReduce or any other parallel framework which could have naturally improve execution time and the accuracy of k-means.

[9] aimed at developing a decision support system that can help doctors and clinical staff to identify if a new haemodialysis patient needs hospitalization and the cause (i.e. infection, cardiovascular syndrome, and cancer). K-means clustering technique was used to group 50 patients and the implementation was carried out on MATLAB. The authors declared that the research is not meant to replace diagnosis or prescription and the grouping is still subjective to doctors’ expertise. The decalration was because few dataset was used and laboratory test should be carried out for full diagnosis of a patient. Thus, one of the limitations was that decision support system used very few dataset, whereas, one of the major advantages of using big data is reliable result which can represent the whole dataset.

[10] was the first known paper where k-means algorithm was implemented on MapReduce programming model. The authors saw the possibility of this in k-means because the distance computation between one object ‘a’ and the center is independent of the distance computation between another object ‘b’ and the center of the cluster. This implies that the distance measures of different objects to the cluster can be computed in parallel. This easily solves the computational challenge of k-means, which involves a total of nk (where n is the dataset or object and k is the number of clusters) distance for each cluster to compute the distance between each object and the center of that cluster.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Pre-Mining Step

a) Defining Clustering Objective and other clustering parameters:

i. Clustering Objectives: To identify local government areas in Nigeria that are similar to each other in terms of number of people who lived there and number of houses using Priority Table IX of 2005 Nigeria Population Census Data.

ii. Value of ‘k’: K in k-means implies the number of desired clusters. In this current research, the value of k is 3. This did not depend on any parameter, it was randomly chosen.

iii. Initial Centroid: The initial centroid for k-means iteration were randomly chosen as the first three records. This is because the research used Lloyd k-means where initial centroid can be chosen randomly.

b) Preparation of data:- The process of data preparation includes:

i. Data collection: Nigeria Census data of 2005 volume 9 were collected from the internet www.Nigeria Census data 2005 volume 9, is on Population Distribution By Sex & Class-Size Of Household, it consists of four attributes, size class of household, number of household, both sexes, males, and females. This data covers 774 local...
government areas including Federal Capital Territory, Abuja.

ii. **Data Cleaning:**
Noise and missing data has been properly handled in Nigeria Census data.

iii. **Feature Selection**
The population data is then formatted into five attributes; local government code, no of houses, total number of both sexes living in a house, number of males, and number of females. The new feature introduced, that is, the local government code, is the unique identifier for each local government and each size class of household.

iv. **Data Transformation**
Data transformation involves transformation of data into forms appropriate for mining. The technique used is called normalization. Normalization scales the data attributes to fall within small ranges such as -1.0-1.0 or 0.0-1.0. Normalization will prevent attributes with large ranges from outweighing the ones with small ranges. The small range used for this work is 0.0-1.0. From literatures, there are three types of normalization technique, but the one used in this research work is min-max normalization, which performs a linear transformation on original data. min-max normalization is chosen because it preserves the relationships among original data values.

\[
v' = \frac{v - \text{min}_a}{\text{max}_a - \text{min}_a} (\text{new}_\text{max}_a - \text{new}_\text{min}_a) + \text{new}_\text{min}_a
\]  

(1)

Where:
- \(v'\) is the normalized value within the range of 0.0 – 1.0,
- \(\text{max}_a\) and \(\text{min}_a\) represent the maximum and minimum values of an attribute respectively,
- \(v\) is the value of an attribute.

### 3.2 Data Mining Step

a) **Data Mining Process**
The configuration of the system used for setting up a single node Hadoop cluster is 160G hard disk with 3G RAM, using Intel Pentium Processor. Hadoop 2.7.0 was installed on the system. The operating system is Red Hat 14.01. The framework for the experiment is shown in the figure 1.

![Figure 1: Framework for the Experiment](image)

### 3.3 Post Mining Steps and Results

Screenshot on figure 2, 3, and 4 are on global objective functions for 12th, 13th, and 14th iterations respectively. The online aggregator showed that global objective functions of 12th, 13th, and 14th iteration decreased monotonically as 53.34, 53.28 and 53.23, respectively. The iteration was terminated at the 14th epoch having the least global objective function indicating highest inter-cluster convergence.
3.3.1 Interpretation of data mining result

For each cluster three graphs were drawn, Graphs 1, 2, and 3 viewed each local government code based on their corresponding number of households. Graphs 4, 5, and 6 viewed local government code based on their corresponding population. These two graphs helped to know similar houses and identify local government that needs Government intervention in terms of low cost buildings. Graphs 7, 8, and 9 viewed each local government code based on the relationship between number of households and total number of people (i.e. population) found in each local government code.

The result was interpreted in order to aid decision making of Nigerian Government in planning for habitable accommodation for the masses. The interpretation was done using visualization technique based on graph. Scatter plot graph in Microsoft excel was used to plot the result of each cluster.
Graph 6: Cluster 2

Graph 7: Cluster 0
Graph 8: Cluster 1

Graph 9: Cluster 2

From graphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, Cluster 2 contains highly populated local governments codes, cluster 1 contains moderately populated, while cluster 0 has low population density compared to the other two clusters. This can be clearly confirmed by checking the scales of number of houses of each graph. Some local governments in cluster 0 were identified to need Government attention for building low cost houses. The parameters indicating local government needing low cost building are: high local government code (that is number of people in an household), high population. In addition, from the graphs it was discovered that most households in Nigeria contains between 1 and 8 persons.

Graphs 7, 8, and 9 shows the distribution of population to number of households. Based on graphs 7, 8 and 9, Cluster 1 was the best because there were clearly identified linear relationships between number of households and population. This is followed by cluster 2, which consists of 1-8 local government codes with the most densely populated local government. Lastly is cluster 0, with very few identified linear relationships.

4. CONCLUSION

This is the first known machine learning implementation on Priority Table IX. Data analytics of Priority Table IX of Nigeria Census Data of 2005 grouped Nigeria local governments into three, and insightful knowledge was discovered from each group through visualization. Local governments that need Government intervention on housing were identified. Thus, the clustering result can help Government in policy planning as well as evaluation and knowledge sharing among researchers.
5. RECOMMENDATION AND FUTURE WORKS
The techniques used in this research work can be applied on other public complex data in order to aid Government decision making in areas such as health, education, and road network. Thus, the Government will be able to improve the social life of citizens.
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